tempted to discourage expansions of the language for hundreds of years and, because of this attempt, literary expression has become a "watery affair." A new molder of the language is needed, and he must contain many qualities, among them a knowledge of the philosophy of speech and rich aesthetic instincts. (pp. 39, 44, 51, 77, 88, 136, 142, 150, 158, 164, 182, 188,244,249,269,272-273, 386, 520) , Vol. III (pp. 35, 123, 131, 133, 207, 211, 299, 321, 366, 390, 494) , Vol. IV (pp. 77, 92, [96] [97] 208, 243, 324, 329, 441) , Vol. V (pp. 143, 194, [469] [470] [487] [488] [492] [493] , 20, 132, 143, [148] [149] 151, [164] [165] [186] [187] 193, 285, 341, [342] [343] 386, 400, 477, 480 ).
Whitman, Walt. "The American Idiom." Unpublished MS fragments in the Feinberg Collection. Also in C. Carroll Hollis, "Whitman and The American Idiom," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 43 (December 1957) , 419-420. The English language is our most precious inheritance of the past because "it is not a fossil language, but a broad fluid language of democracy." Nonetheless, it can be improved, and it must be adapted to America and the American spirit. A dictionary for the real words and a grammar of the people are needed.
----. "America's Mightiest Inheritance," LIfe Illustrated (1856 Between 1855 and 1860, Whitman entertained the theory that words and their implications might be as powerful as nature, or more so, and he thought of them as having "natural life: the ability to grow and reproduce ideas." However, he realized how inadequate they are since they are artificial and hence limited. The glory and magic of the original vanishes when words are applied to the object or idea. The spell of nature is broken by applying the words; the originals possess a quality that defies recording. Whitman came to believe that it may be possible to escape the limitations of poetic expression by being emancipated from dependence upon the medium of language, and he supposed that men might some day be able to communicate without words, perhaps intuitively. 
